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Preface
She met Henryk at Norrebro’s library. She had been drifting half-day in that unknown neighborhood and was a bit tired. He was sitting with an elderly woman patiently teaching her how to use a computer. They were about to finish. She sat at a
nearby table and asked him where she could get a glass of water. He kindly offered
to bring it. After a couple of minutes, he came back and took a seat. These two
strangers talked frenetically for two hours. They went from their lives as immigrants,
to history, art and their own inventions, moving from one thing to another rapidly
and fluently. There was one topic that kept reappearing, forcing them to stop and
recover with a silent moment every time, or to shed a few tears recognizing each
other’s pain. Neither knew that they would extend this conversation for over a year
in a peculiar way.
Would you care to join me for a moment?
Yeah! I’d love to, my name is Henryk...
Are you Danish?
No, I’m Polish.
For how long have you been living here?
46 years, it is unbelievable...
I am Mexican, but I live in Prague... for eight years. How is it for you to 		
be here in Copenhagen? Away from home?
This is my home!...my Polish home expelled me. I wasn’t wanted there. 		
Besides, the country I lived in doesn’t exist anymore. It 			
remains only in my head and in my heart. My home is here.
So, you have family here?
A girlfriend and two children that are at the moment living abroad. The 		
youngest, Anna, is in London.
She is the one I have the strongest connection with. And the other has 			
been in a long term course in
Amsterdam, so I don’t see them that much, but we speak...
Yes, that’s how it was also for my father and me.
Oh! Because you are far away! You didn’t go to Prague to get away from
your father I suppose?
No!
Good, good.
We were good friends. He died two years ago.
Sorry to hear that.
Yes, it’s OK now, thank you.
So you had a very strong connection?
Yes, we were very close, and it was so difficult to make up my mind to 		
move to Prague.
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A long pause. Each one of them was consumed by their thoughts.
People who come here are mainly immigrants, refugees, with a baggage
of experience I know nothing about, not necessarily nice, like myself. So that’s
OK, as long as they are rude towards me and no one else, it’s OK.
You certainly need to have a good set of human relations skills to work in
this neighborhood.
Yes, I do. That’s what I live of, I would say. Funny. I think my father was,
the same way, finding connections in strange places like over the phone. He
actually had phone friendships with people he never saw. So do I! I’m walking
in his footsteps; I like that. He died early. I was 19 and too stupid to realize what
had happened. I was, of course, sad for some time, but there were other things
on my mind. I was having final exams in high school, so I was very preoccupied.
That made it easy for me to get over it, but I miss him now. As you must miss your
Dad.
I think we will never stop missing them.
No, no.
I think that with my dad if he had lived, we would have eventually become friends. With me becoming more mature and being able to make contact
with him, you know, as I had been absent. You count on people staying there.
Like your Dad, you expect them to last until you come back, I suppose. Like my
Dad, he was not supposed to go shopping and never come back... Did you make
it home when he was dying?
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HOW TO MEET A STRANGER LONG GONE

1. Wear one nice and elegant thing you like.
2. Buy a flower
3. Go to the local cemetery.
4. Drift in the cemetery for a while until you feel a clear
interest or attraction to one of the graves.
5. Gift your flower to the owner or owners of the grave
6. Memorize their name
7. Spend time with them (remember the time you spent
together, the experiences you shared. Realize if you have
missed them.)
8. Say goodbye and thank them for hosting you
9. Find a cafe or a pub nearby that you haven’t visited before.
Google their name(s).
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death can only be
navigated by rituals.
I was not aware back
then, but I know it
now: for the next
three years after my
father died, I lured
the world with all
sorts of tricks to help
me feel his presence.
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A week after my father died and the correspondent catholic rituals had taken place,
I had an urge to offer him a homage. I asked the City Museum to borrow a room. I
asked my close friends for their projectors and video cameras. I asked other friends
to transport them to the city where I was. I asked my family to prepare a gift for him,
for us. And it all happened.
I did the only thing I knew how to do for sure, a mirage of projections that clothed
the whole space. All my family devoted entirely to this action which happened to
contain our collective pain. It gave me a sense of justice. Since he was gone, something had to happen. A mark should be made. It was not possible to simply move
on with our lives.
All of us, my mother-the-never-to-come-back-wife, the abusive daughter, the marginalized ever-silent grandchild, the teenagers, the adults, the single mothers,
gathered. The introverted grandchild read his biography (which I helped him write
when computers were freshly new). Another one baked. Someone told stories that
had never been heard before. The good memories of his old friend sent by email
to us were read. I performed a video mix of black and white photos and read an old
postcard I sent to him from another continent. We projected him in monumental
size onto the tall walls. The whole room hosted images of his hometown river, his
first journey to the USA and Niagara Falls, his danzón dance performed recently on
a sidewalk, his face, as a child, as a man, as an elder.
His body was gone. Consequently, it was necessary to establish a tangible territory
that could be occupied by his presence. It was impossible to reduce him to the size
of an urn.
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The physical problem of where
to place the love that belongs
toa person whose body is
permanently gone.

PP - person projecting love.
PS - love being received by a person’s
surface, therefore is possible to see it.

PP - person projecting love.
NPS - no person’s surface to refract
love, therefore no container to hold it,
it results in a leak, a hemorrhage (H).
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Yes. I did.
You did! Great! So, actually, he wasn’t dying alone.
No. It was a beautiful moment when he left. The three of us were there.
He was not entirely conscious, he had had Alzheimer’s for some time and when
that happened he already was quite weak and his eyes were closed.
Yeah, but you never know how much they sense and hear, and understand.
Yes, but I could feel it... I sometimes make fun of this very serious moment, when my father was leaving. The Christian daughter was standing on his
right side, the Catholic daughter on the left, and me in the middle. When we realized that he was leaving, each one tried to comfort him in her own version, the
Christian kept saying “Jesus is there to receive you”, the Catholic one kept saying
“Your mother is there waiting for you!”
What did u tell him if it is not too personal?
I couldn’t tell him anything, but I did something with my body, I was at
the foot of the bed and somehow for some reason, I was making this movement
(rotating arms as if propelling something into the air) and I did say “You can go,
go!” and in my thoughts, I was saying “You can do it! This is good for you!”
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In the same week that my father died, my friend Marcus also witnessed his father’s
demise. We spent 4 days together, we locked ourselves in a little theater and were
desperately preparing what we thought was a performance. We spent hours wrapping things, furniture, and ourselves. The sound of paper and tape was soothing.
We thought that it could do well as an analog concert. While we were wrapping,
we projected a to-do list into the space. The pragmatic things that follow death and
that we were forced to do regardless of the pain. The demand of being functional
when clearly it made no sense. The compulsive wrapping alleviated the anguish of
not being able to change the situation. This ritual was never repeated or performed
again. But the image of a beautiful sculpture, a chair, and a man wrapped together,
often eases my mind.
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That same week, the Divo de America died. Since 70’s he had been the most
popular songwriter and singer of Mexico. I knew some of his songs and I always
thought he was a true phenomenon given his success in an extremely homophobic country. Everyone loved him and in the peak of drunkeness, his songs were
an obliged ritual. Machos didn’t seem to notice his mascara when it came to
repeating his words.
I had to deliver the death certificate to the municipality of my father’s town. The
lady before me seemed to know the clerk and they spent a long time talking
about Juan Gabriel’s death and what a huge tragedy it was for the nation. I knew
I was standing there but I couldn’t feel my body. It was as if I were not there. I
could hardly keep myself breathing while waiting my turn. I tried to recall the
lyrics of some of his songs but that was impossible as well.
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I think it’s great luck to be present when they go. I owe my mother an
awful lot and I’m in debt not only up to my ears, probably hundreds of meters
above my head. She was a very strong person, very self-sustained. You know
when you are old, you are entitled to receive help with home maintenance,
shopping, things you can’t do yourself. I think she was eighty-something when
she told herself: “Now I could actually use it”. She hadn’t until then. But then, at
some point, she became weak and became ill, got pneumonia and that can be a
killer at her age. She was almost 95, she fought pneumonia but her heart was not
able to cope. She got COLD and got in and out of the hospital. I lived with her at
that time. I could spend the last two and half months with her, helping as much
as I could and paying some of that huge depth back. Even though it was a very
small part, it was such a privilege to be able to do that. I had no work at the time.
I could give up all my time, and it was sometimes very tough but at the same time
a very happy period in our lives. A period of great harmony between us which
hadn’t always been there. So I shared that privilege as well and I’m very happy
about that.
Yes, I understand, it’s quite a gift.
But I wasn’t there when she died. I had to go to the toilet and she died
while I was there. The hospital staff told me, that happens quite often. They don’t
want to leave a bad mark, so they go in a way that you do not suffer too much.
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who
will die
while I
am far
away?
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Some people think that you can still have some kind of connection with
dead people...
Even if this connection is solely in my head, it’s OK. You know, I’m very
often late and sometimes very late. When we said our farewells to my mother after she died, I was a quarter of an hour ahead of time and I was thinking, “Ah! She
is sitting happily in heaven and she is really happy with me!”. She always used to
say, “Why don’t you get there half an hour ahead of time?” I would say, “What do
I do with half an hour!? I would be bored to death!” She was right. I’m not there
yet. But that day I was there a quarter of an hour early. That must have made her
quite happy. Do you connect with him, now?
I don’t know the answer.
No?
Sometimes I’m not thinking about it, and spontaneously I call his name
out loud as if he was next door, but that seldom happens. Other times I get an
unexpected kick of love for him and I remember his voice or his expression, just
as a flash. Other times it’s like I’m suddenly profoundly sad and I physically feel
the longing because, you know, I miss him.
Yeah, you do. Of course, you do.
As you say, in my head, I make all these connections but I envy my sisters! Because they have a religion that says that he is somewhere in heaven, and
they are so sure he is looking at them and taking care of them. If something good
happens to any of us, they say my father was helping us from “above”. It must be
easier if you believe in such things. I can’t. I don’t even dare to talk to him in my
mind.
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For the next two years, I dedicated my efforts to finishing a live cinema ritual. For
the rest of the world, this was a performance. For me and Sodja, my dear friend
and dramaturg, it was what it was. A spell that conjured my father’s departure: the
moment in which he started losing his mind, the impossibility to exist in his reality,
our effort to remain close and sustain love regardless of not being admitted in his
reality, enduring being his not-recognizable child. His final departure.
Every time, the messy cables, the old handycams, and projectors, would be the
medium to connect to him. And every time it worked. There was one scene in
which we had a “technical problem”. For several minutes I would walk around
confused, checking the connections trying to solve our “problem”, the other performers waiting for me to repair the bad signal. The audience getting restless and
probably pitying us. I was clearly not in control. The problem was unsolvable. I
announced the failure out loud and agreed with the performers to skip that scene
and continue to the next one. The failure was a triumph. The public embarrassment, a relief. It was an exercise of forgiving myself. No matter how hard I tried
there were things I could not solve. And no matter how much I did, I would always feel I could have done more, do better. But still, that wouldn’t have changed
anything. I had to let go. There was nothing else I could do. The last time we ever
performed Stereopresence was in Queretaro, the city he died in.
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If it is not about God, can it be about traces?
Traces of those who die, as the only possibility to be in their presence?
A person leaves traces, maybe a copy of their presence supported in another media, not in flesh anymore. Maybe also as media, the index of copying
creates generations, the first ones more faithful to the original, the last ones
adding noise and interference, a copy of a copy of a copy, a bad quality copy,
a pixelated presence.
A trace allows physical proximity to the actual material presence.
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

His Ashes - the material that conformed to him.
What he touched - the material that carries his fingerprints or 		
sweat.
What I remember - a reconstruction or projection inside oneself.
What others say they remember - a reconstruction or projection 		
inside oneself triggered by an inner reconstruction or projections
of someone else.
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A photograph is not a trace.
Seeing someone means light is touching both of us. The image in my brain
exists because those photons bounce off that person’s body and then travel
all the way to my cornea. They touch both our bodies. A video or a photo
of the person is not a trace. The lens of a photo or video camera lets the
light in as the millions of tiny photosites in the camera record photons and
store them as an electrical signal. The machine assesses the strength of
the electrical signals and then quantifies them in digital values that will be
stored in a file in a hard drive. Then the digital value will translate into an
image formed by pixels on the screen or printed on paper or projected on
any surface. Then there are the photons bouncing off that media and finally
reaching my cornea. There is an enormous distance between my eye and the
photons that touched that body.
It’s not that I distrust audio and visual media as a medium. They certainly
have played their part in materializing the immaterial. Something different
would have been if the early Victorian photography that claimed to document spirits and spiritual fluids during séances and family photographs
turned out to be legitimate. Then my only chance to have physical contact
with something that remains hidden to the eye would be through those light
particles that reflect off its invisible surface and reveal it to me in the photographic print.

A recorded voice is not a trace. The air in the lungs of a person vibrates
their vocal cords on its way out. The air carries the waves until they touch
my eardrum, that is, if I am standing at a hearable distance. But if it is a
recorded voice, there will be more than the air between us. A microphone
diaphragm that vibrates with the waves, a machine that converts the waves
into electrical signals, and then converts it again according to the storage
media, a magnetic tape, a hard drive, or whatever it is. Then the reverse
journey so the sound is played and it can finally reach my eardrum. A journey that is so far away from that person’s lung air and vocal cords, that it
can’t be a trace. I would be closer if I could manage to remember his voice.
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So it is not about God, and not about life after death.

Something else happens in EVP (Electronic Voice Phenomenon). In the
‘70s Raudive would record silence, and then replay it revealing broken
words and phrases of spirits trying to deliver a message. The microphone
diaphragm would be able to feel the sound waves that humans couldn’t. Or
maybe there were no soundwaves at all, and the spirit would manifest directly in electrical signals inside the machines. Take for instance answering
machines, leaving a message after the beep. Or interrupting a TV program
with an unsettling human figure in the background of a film or XYZ within
static noise feasts.
These urban legends were part of growing up as a teenager in the ‘80s. I
loved them. But they were about something else. They think of media as a
medium to materialize the immaterial, basically to prove life after death.
This is already in my sister’s realm. I wouldn’t go that far. In a more conventional sense, we think of media as a way to document. But I also can’t agree
with this. Media is not helping me to remember or preserve. It holds too
many intermediaries between a person and me. These descriptive objects
distract me from what I had felt in the presence of that person. They end up
being only a re-presentation, a souvenir stuck on the refrigerator door next
to so many colorful holiday magnets.

A trace gives you physical proximity and helps you to experience the feeling
of being together with that person. Perhaps the strongest trace we can access is to consciously re-enact what we felt in the material presence of that
person.
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One evening, quite randomly, I traced a photo of my father and his mother and
then spent a couple of hours coloring it. My hand following the contour of his
silhouette was enough to induce a haptic reaction. Somehow I could touch his
presence. All that time it felt as if I was with him. I remembered details of his
features, the tone of his voice. That material representation somehow helped me
grasp what I felt in his presence. But I didn’t go as far as speaking to him as my
sisters do. Somehow the emptiness was still so strong that I didn’t feel entitled to
pretend he could listen.
Seeing the drawing was completely different from seeing the photograph.
There was a human experience imprinted in the tracing of the image, a focus,
an effort, a finite amount of breaths and precise muscle tone, the feelings felt
and the memories recalled while doing it. It was more than a trace of the person
who drew it. A part of this person was transferred into the object. And I so much
wished I had a photo traced by his own hand, or even better by his and mine. An
object in which we transferred the act of being together.
I thought of Family Archeology from a reversed engineering perspective: to
create traces before a relative is gone. Objects that are created in interaction with
that person, carry not only their touch but their inspiration and the relationship in
which they were created. That can be used in the future to reenact their presence
and togetherness once they are gone.
So there I sat, thanks to my good friend and theater programmer Šárka who trusted enough in the unlikely idea of a family-archeology-video-workshop. Watching
a grandfather, his daughter, and his grandchildren, creating a DIY video collage
with his photos, his medals, and his voice. The last scene shows everyone’s hands:
small ones, wrinkled ones, thin ones. Several generations, sustaining a moment,
creating a trace together. The irradiation of this moment was enough for me to go
on.
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will I die
for them
but remain
alive in
something?
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Then this residency in Copenhagen came. I was not selected initially but then
someone got sick and I was called in.
What can I bring with me? What can I do there for one month?
It is a site-specific residency, but what truly interests me is to continue with the
family archeology research. To look into bonds and feelings, create objects that
can hold them, so they can remain when someone leaves and can be transferred
to the ones that stay, a sort of insurance for the presence, thoughts, and feelings
of loved ones when they are gone. But who needs this? in a country in which 37
per cent of adult Danes live alone. And in this city, the rate is higher, this doesn’t
seem to be the right place for materializing bonds. Metropolis, the organizers
of the residency, suggested having a plan B. Which I tried very hard to find but
didn’t. Eventually, I gave up, I scratched out all plans and in the last days of the
residency wandered around the city. Then I met Henryk.
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Epilogue

In their next meeting, Henryk described how he figured out that a friend had
died. He was an elderly man. When they first met he said he was 75 but Henryk
knew that he was at least ten years older. He wanted to learn how to use a computer, so Henryk dropped by once a week to teach him. The lessons continued for
two years and a half. One day he didn’t answer the doorbell or phone calls. Henryk got suspicious and called the social service. they found him dead in the living
room. “He died 87, he was fun, he used to play women’s roles in the theater, I
miss him.” Henryk couldn’t avoid an assault of sadness every time he passes by
his doorbell.
Henryk was not afraid of speaking about the practicalities of death, its absurd
requirements, its minimal physicalities, and the naïve materialistic ways we use to
cope with it. As Henryk spoke she thought, “Why other people can’t talk about
such things in detail? Is it a way to avoid pain?” Later she realized she was not
avoiding pain, she was avoiding awkwardness. In her relationship with death,
aside from horror, there was an inherent embarrassment. As if the details of how
death occurs would be shameful and one needed to be secretive about it. After
several months, she drew strength out of the encounter with this stranger and
faced death embodied in material things to unlock her embarrassment.
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I never saw you wearing white pants. I am sure
you would consider it a lack of taste. We had to
dress you in a hurry so the funerary men could
move you into the coffin. I was so nervous I
could hardly do it. Rebeca took over as I couldn’t
find any pants around except a pair of strange
white ones that I had no idea where they came
from. My sisters probably kept them there from
some secondhand leftovers.
After we struggled and got them on you, Carol
appeared with your usual pants. She had been
ironing them in the room next door. It was too
late to change them. It is so strange to have that
last image of you with something that never
belonged to you.

When you died I bought a pendant to secretly
preserve some of your ashes. I couldn’t stand
the idea of going back to my home, on another
continent, without having you. I tried to wear it
but my neck would hurt whenever I did. I kept it
for almost a year, then we all went to Alvarado to
spread your ashes in the river you used to swim
in during your childhood. I couldn’t decide if I
should also empty the pendant and let go of the
last bit of the material proof of your physical
presence. I did. It is still not clear if I regret it.
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What is the essence, the ultimate substance of being?
The fact that stands within things and gives form. Is it
the human form, the known, the expected, what I know
I am? Or presence is sustained from the inside by the
bone of the unknown? What I don’t know about myself
is what keeps me alive. Taking layers away, taking my
securities away, all that is familiar, which builds me up
day after day. Take away references, directions, north,
south, faces, “this is skin, this is love, this is what you
feel, this is what you can do…”
Melt away reality. It takes a crack to proceed, to rip the
bodies gradually, the numerous bodies that conform us.

The attraction to darkness. The will to distinguish any
form within that blackness, any light, any sign of what
is essential. What is already there, by itself, with the
no-need, what stands even against death or rising from
it. Pulling myself into the border, experimenting with
myself, no self-compassion, watching me explode, drain,
dry, choosing one way or the other to bring out these
demons of loss, of the nevermore, of the not knowing.
Some of them strike me with a glance before leaving. It
takes weeks to recover.
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where
will
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does my
insurance
include
repatriation?
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HOW TO MEET A LIVING STRANGER

1. Show up
2. Hold time and mind space
3. Overcome your fear of others
4. Accept the fact that you don’t belong and will never
belong
5. Get exposed alone, drifting on your own
6. Embody the other, the stranger, wishing to be with,
but not knowing what or when or where.
7. Bear the unscripted. There is no specific way you
should
behave, or others should behave.
8. Let go of your need to invest and to be rewarded
9. Engage in what is here, as it is
10. Noticing the unknown can be enough
11. Avoid the temptation to connect too soon
12. Remain available, even if you don’t know what is
happening.
13. Persist, even if you doubt what is happening, espe
cially, if nothing is happening.
14. Hold still to be found, preferably be found alive
15. Is that a signal? No one can tell, follow it.
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Copenhagen, 18 June 2018

I met Henryk in the Norrebro library. I asked him for a glass of water and that was
the start of a two-hour conversation. We covered several topics like what it means
to be an immigrant, our families, and our. jobs. But what made this an improbable
encounter was the need to talk about the death of our parents, which we both
had.
What are the odds of shedding some of your most sincere tears, together with
a stranger, at the library of an unknown neighborhood? This unusual connection
moved me to make an offer: to create a present for his youngest daughter (Anna)
who lived in London at the time. Henryk accepted the offer and we collaborated
to gather some recollections of their past together. We met two more times and
then it took me a year to understand what to do with what we collected.
As I was transcribing, assembling, cutting, printing, pasting, rewriting, cutting,
printing, pasting their memories, those things that never happened to me, but
felt strangely familiar, I was brought back to my own recollections. I started writing
them down, and after some time started writing about them to my father. Other
people’s experiences as a medium.
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Projection of someone else’s
memories, allowing the witness
to see herself through them.

S - stranger remembering
M - me witnessing
MR - the me that I remember
through witnessing
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Hello Anna,

Henryk gave me your email to invite you to be part of a family
archeology art project I am conducting within the frame of a residency in Metropolis in Copenhagen. The purpose of this research
is to use art to materialize memories that bond people. We do this
through creating a gift for someone you care about, in this case,
Henryk chose you.
He was drawing some moments that he recalls as part of your life
together and now we would like you to see them and write a brief
text of what they remind you, or represent to you.
With this material, I will assemble a gift in which you can both dis
cover the details of each other’s recollections.
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(H) What Henryk remembered because I showed up

(A) What Anna remembered because Henryk remembered

realize this before.
mythology in the mix), and I had just been too young to
been like this the whole time (with added stolen greek
new stories as he’d done in the past. Turns out, it had
dad off for not being imaginative enough to make up
my sister had done during the day, and I kept telling my
Barbesek stories would just be a rendition of what I or
could never remember it. When I got older, the Piesek
more. I kept asking him years after to re-tell it, but he
I’d ever heard, including snakes, dragons, riddles, and
My dad told us the best story about Piesek Barbesek
and I and my sister inevitably got incredibly bored.
where our whole family was traveling quite far by bus,
games of these two little animals. I remember a holiday
be really intricate stories about adventures, fun, and
Piesek Barbesek and Kotek Miserotek. They would
My parents used to tell me and my sister stories about

.. . . . . . . . ................. . . . . . . . . . Read with a mirror. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(C) What Cristina remembered because Anna remembered

at all.
back for a second and then left, or if he didn’t come back
when we should give up. I don’t remember if he came
seconds we both kept trying, it was difficult to know
his lungs, my father helping me out somehow. For some
placed my mouth on his snout and pushed some air into
at some point, he stopped breathing and I instinctively
was worse. That evening my father and I sat by his side,
to take care of him for half a day. When I was back he
was some improvement, I had to work so I asked a friend
him home, took care of him for a day and it seemed there
he would survive, but he said there was a chance. I took
him to the vet and learned there was no way to know if
puppy left by the highway after being hit by a car. I took
me sitting in a green prairie. The next day I saw a white
I dreamt about a majestic white dog staring peacefully at
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Intersection of experiences and memories that activates in the constellation
H-A-C

H- Henryk
A - Anna
C - Cristina
 - Memory overlap
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It all came together in August. Two years have passed since Cristina’s father’s
demise. His birthday was 20 August, his deathday was 24 August. A difficult week
every year. She decided to do something special, a celebration perhaps.
Delivering the father-daughter gift seemed appropriate. It was confirmed when
she learned that Anna’s birthday was 22 August.
She decided to fly to Copenhagen. Henryk and Anna were not answering her
emails or text messages once she was there. Even if she had to post the gift
before leaving, for her, this counted as a celebration. The evening before her departure, Henryk texted. She had the pleasure to have dinner with him and left the
gift in his hands. Until this day she has no idea if Anna ever got it. This reminded
her that being alive is no guarantee of being present.
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And this is how the unknown dreams with strangers:

On the 22 August, Anna’s birthday, I fly to Copenhagen. Not being sure if
either Anna or Henryk will meet me since I can’t reach them.
But also, another me, on the 22 August, in some other time, two 		
years earlier to be exact, flies to Mexico, with a ticket bought a few 		
hours before. Will I find him alive?
In the nightmare version, I see Anna waking up every 22 August to
all of her
happy birthdays while I’m, all of them, sitting at an airport with a 		
considerable amount of uncertainty.

On the 24 August, at 8 PM I find myself in Copenhagen, having dinner with
Henryk. He finally texted and managed to meet me the last evening I would
be there.
But also, another me, on the 24 of August, in some other time, two 		
years earlier but at the same time in the evening to be exact, finds 		
herself in Mexico witnessing our father’s death, shortly after his 		
last meal.
And in the ritualistic version, I see myself, having dinner every 24 		
of August with a father, not mine, eating something that my father 		
used to love and cook for me.

An unintentional booking, a fortuitous time for a meeting, adapting to what
is available, all of these dictated this peculiar time-overlap.
The unknown infiltrating my booking system, my mobile phone, and my
dining menu.
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Strangers to each other, but connected by the gregorian calendar:
flights, birthdays, and events that
connect the time and space of the
constellation H-A-C-Ab.

H+C - Henryk and Cristina having dinner.
AB - Anna’s Birthday
C - Cristina in the airport.
AbB - Abelardo’s Birthday.
AbD - Abelardo’s Deathday.
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how to
communicate with
the
unknown?
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It has to do with semiotics?
Communication is not linear but you can tell if your message is somehow answered. If you don’t receive an answer there is anxiety. I guess we intuitively know that communication is about energy exchange.
When someone passes away, does the receptor also pass? If you send a
message to a receptor that is gone, where does the message go? Will it be
projected to infinity, with no screen to stop it from traveling? Moreover, how
can this diluted forever-traveling weak signal get a response? It is difficult
to believe you could get an answer. Dad is gone and so I stopped talking to
him.
I had to find another receptor, instead, I talk to life. I throw nets and fish for
an answer, the answer presents itself through strangers. Am I talking to my
father through strangers? Not only. Sometimes I get answers and confirmations, without posing a question. And more importantly, without knowing
who or what is the emissary.
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It has to do with strangers.
“I need to be careful, I don’t want this person to become my friend. I must not
jeopardize my only access to the unknown”. She was fascinated by the unfinished, incomplete, unknown person. She knew well that everyone was unfinished
and unknown. But somehow, it was easier to see it in the infinite potential of a
stranger. A perfect door to talk to something that is not entirely human.
None of what she was doing would make any sense if performed with people
she knew. Friends, family, and acquaintances would engage in the interactions
because they knew her, trusted her, they would do it out of love and care for her.
A stranger engaged with her for another reason, and this reason she said, “I really
don’t want to know”.
Not knowing put her in contact with an actual force. The one that propelled synchronicities and configured constellations of people, objects, dates, places. This
constellation was the medium for the message. Or maybe, as she had learned in
media theory classes, the constellation itself was the message. An infinite all-covering, all directions screen in which all messages, eventually, would bounce back
to her. A tiny shift of angle would also make it possible for her to receive messages sent by someone else. Or for that someone else to receive answers to her
questions. That would explain why some of them never came.
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An infinite all-covering, all direction screen in which all messages bounce back sooner or later.
Messages sent or delivered by
strangers. Occasionally, losing a
message on the way, which ends
up with someone else.

S -stranger
M - me
SE - someone else
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It has to do with semantics?

Have I found a form of dialogue with the unknown? Using reiterations, confirmations, cycles, synchronicities that indicate a direction? The bouncing
answers are those unexpected coincidences that indicate a reception or a reaction. They are talking back to me and making me feel that I belong to this
world. Then small unimportant things that are met by chance have real consequences and bring meaning to my actions.
But I can’t force a sentence out of the unknown. I need to wait while the answer is traveling towards me, that is, if it arrives at all. I made myself a recipe
for waiting.

How to enter the fluid grammar of the unknown
1.- Remember, the sentence needs to emerge by itself. You can’t choose the
words. They need to be delivered, unexpectedly.
2.- Don’t miss them when they arrive. Keep yourself available, curious, open,
alert. (This is difficult to do. I need energy and free time.)
3.- If the stranger appears, engage. If they enter the exchange and share personal material like photos, memories, family names, something that means a
lot to them. You’ve received the words!
4.- Note all details, actors, objects, places, dates, distances, names related
to your interaction, and note all details of the personal material they share.
Group all of this. Look for reiterations, oppositions, relations, observe until
you start to see an order. A sentence.
5.- Read the first sentence. Be affected by the sentence. Use your own material to try to understand its meaning. Replicate the sentence, reiterate the
sentence, appropriate the sentence. Remember that it is in the bonding that
deeper meaning will appear.
6.- Patterns, systems, a relation of relations appear. All random elements fall
into place. A sentence leads to another sentence, to another. Meaning emerges out of this precise constellation of materials and people. The interaction
dictates its own sense. It just needs to be followed.
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...for several years I had created performative devices to establish temporary zones of encounter to exchange personal material with strangers. It all happened in a very designed
and controlled environment, in an installation, in a theater, in a gallery. But in this version
I had very little control, the process was situated in an open, limitless, uncontained space:
life.
...the things that these strangers provided confirmed the suspicion that is only possible to
communicate with the immaterial through material means. That even death, the ultimate
dematerialization, can be addressed by the technologies of presence, mediation, and
medium strategies that rely on materializations.
...the unknown expressed in materiality and mediums
even death expresses through practicalities and materiality. It is not an ethereal process, a
nonmaterialistic event.
...technology is the application of knowledge for practical purposes. Can strangers be
technology?
...she wanted to immerse herself in circumstantial events and participate in this game of
chance to confirm that everything is related. That everything is connected, not by a specific god but by an immeasurable force that manifests itself through embodied unknowns.
...all her efforts and rituals were ways to feel this presence.
...it turned out that a person is a way better medium to reconnect.
...stranger: a trace of the presence who is gone, the possibility to communicate with the
unknown of greater syntaxes.
...the importance of objects and materiality to access what is not here anymore.
To connect with nonmaterial forces.
...practicalities around death again and again and again. Reiterations.
Dealing with its materials. The materiality of presence. Again.
...it is natural to use media as a medium. I do recommend mourning through projectors,
screens, and live video circuits. But maybe using a person as a medium is rooted way
deeper in our collective mind. A Chaman or the Fox sisters, or why not a stranger. During
the last week in Copenhagen, I engaged with four human and one non-human strangers-mediums.
Then I ended up writing this about myself:
...For several years she had created performative devices to establish temporary zones of
encounter to exchange personal material with strangers. She didn’t know if this obsession, which started way earlier before her father’s death, was somehow answered by
turning her into a stranger.
After months of not seeing her father, she sat with him and had a long conversation. Her
sister passed by and asked him: “How are you doing Dad?”
...”Oh I’m having such a nice time with our kind visitor,” he said.
That was the first time he didn’t recognize her.
...”Thank you, I had a wonderful time in your company”, she said and shook his hand
when she left. She was not aware that she missed her last chance to embrace him while
he was still conscious.
But it didn’t matter if she had brought this onto herself. The strangers’ communication
system was now mounted. And although she couldn’t control when it would work, she
could decide when to be available in case it would...
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I also know
now, that only
through the
living, we can
continue loving the ones
long gone.
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Copenhagen, 24 August 2018
They agreed to meet in the new Library. Henryk gave her a tour in the new building and then they automatically went to Castro, the restaurant across the street
where they sat one year earlier, and in which he drew the memories for Anna.
I would like very much to buy you dinner. It is the least I can do since you
prepared this gift!
That’s very kind of you, yes! Let’s see what they have...
My favorite choice here is the Ribeye. It is delicious! It’s their specialty.
She couldn’t answer immediately. It took her a few seconds to recover from the
shock. Did he know? Why would he suggest this exact dish? He couldn’t know.
Therefore her message had just bounced and come back. On special days, she
would sit at the table with her father to enjoy a ribeye that he would cook and
be proud of knowing the exact minutes it required from each side to reach the
perfect level of doneness. And there she was, two years after, in the exact day
and time of his deathday, about to get a ribeye with a stranger, who was not only
a stranger but someone else’s father.

Oh!.. I will definitely have that!
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You never cooked until your 70s. Then every time you did,
you liked to wear the same apron, that one with the white and
brown little squares, remember? Now it hangs in my wardrobe.
I do not wear it but I like to see it every day. It was clear it had
to come with me on this trip, but didn’t know exactly why.
Then it was clear and I even took it out of my backpack to show
it to Henryk. I also told him you always succeeded to get the
Ribeye “tres cuartos” with the help of your wrist chronometer.
It was funny, we didn’t know how to translate “tres cuartos”
into English or Danish. So the waitress asked Henryk to go to
the kitchen and explain it directly to the chef. I was very tasty
and soft, their specialty indeed. You would have loved it. We
had a very pleasant evening and we both knew that this was a
dinner for us three.
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Can I help you?
Yes, please. I am looking for
the kind of insurance that will
cover my repatriation.
We have exactly what you
need!
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